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French
is such a difficult language...

That’s probably what you can hear quite often. Those who just begin to delve
into Molière's language expect insurmountable difficulties. Well,  it is not that
learning French is easy while progress comes quickly and painlessly. However,
many other languages, including Arabic or Chinese, are way more challenging
to learn.  French is a European language, similar  in many ways to English,
Spanish, or even German. It has the same alphabet as Polish, while handouts
are easily accessible. So maybe the devil is not so black as he is painted?

We strongly  recommend  that  you  read  this  booklet  so  that  you  can  learn
consciously, interestingly, and as you like.

Dorota Biele

Professor, trainer, course director at the 
Centrum Języka Francuskiego VOILA. I did 
my Master 1 Sciences du Langage et 
Métiers du FLE, then Master 2 Ingénierie de 
la Formation at the Centre de Linguistique 
Appliquée de Besançon. In 2006 I opened 
my school Centrum Języka Francuskiego 
VOILA, a place where you can learn the 
French language and discover the French 
culture. I lead the teaching process in the 
centre so that learning is done in an efficient 

and effective way, without forgetting the fun 
side.
Between 2014 and 2017, I was a member of 
the board of directors of the PASE Quality As-
sociation. I organized many events to promote
the learning of FLE. In 2017 and 2018 I orga-
nized the 1st and 2nd Conference of French 
teachers in Poland. In 2018 I published, toge-
ther with my colleagues from the Universities 
of Warsaw and Lodz, a manual for teenagers 
¨C'est parti 1¨.

I train regularly. In 2008, I participated in 
workshops for FLE teachers in Louvain La 
Neuve. I attended the Conferences of the 
PASE Quality Association, the Congress of Li-
ège in 2016 and several didactic and pedago-
gical trainings. In 2015 I attended a training 
course on Training Engineering organised by 
the FIPF. For my part, I also train French te-
achers, as I did for the Association Prof-Euro-
pe or the Association PASE.

As for my private life, I am a raveller, always 
passionate about the small villages of Fran-
ce...

. .
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10 GOOD
REASONS

for learning French:-)

1. A world language
More than 200 million people speak French 
on the five continents! The OIF, an 
international organization of French-speaking
countries, comprises 68 members states. 
French is the world’s second most widely 
learned foreign language after English.

2. A language for BUSINESS
France is a leading investor on the Polish 
market. Many renowned companies, banks, 
stores have their origins in Belgium or 
France. Although a knowledge of English 
opens the doors of most of the world’s 
biggest firms, there are many top French-
speaking managers and CEOs too!

3. The language of CULTURE
French is the international language of 
cooking, fashion, theater, the visual arts, 
dance, and architecture. A knowledge of 
French opens up access to great works of 
literature in the original French, as well as 
songs. With the language come the country’s
most recognizable artists. 

4. A language for TRAVEL
France remains by far the world’s leading 
tourist destinations, with more than 70 million
people coming each year. Naturally, while in 
France, you can speak English, yet it is much
more agreeable to ask for directions in 
French, and to sit by the Eiffel Tower and 
have a nice chat with gentlemen playing 
boules. French comes in handy when 
travelling to snowy Canada and the exotic 
Caribbean, too.

5. The language of diplomacy
French is an official language of the UN, the 
European Union, UNESCO, NATO, the 

International Olympic Committee, the 
International Red Cross and ... many others.

6. A language for HIGHER EDUCATION
Both in Europe and worldwide, French 
universities are known for their excellent 
reputation. Why not to embark on a journey 
with one of the scholarship programs? Also, 
each year the French government allows 
non-French students to follow a higher 
education degree in France. But if you seek 
to apply, you need good communication skills
in French.

7. A language for learning other 
languages
French is a Romance language that has its 
roots in Latin. It is a good base for learning 
other languages, including Spanish, Italian, 
or Portuguese. Also, you will find it easier to 
attend English lessons since 50 percent of 
English vocabulary is derived from French.

8.The language of LOVE
French is stereotypically associated with the 
language of love, lovers, and romantic dates.
A beautiful and melodious language, it 
provides a wide range of linguistic tools. And 
there is a grain of truth in one’s saying that 
your romantic partner will be happy to hear 
you speaking French!

9. An EASY language
Contrary to common belief, French is an 
easy language to learn. Its grammar is both 
logical and consistent, and its vocabulary is 
derived from Latin. There are many methods 
that make learning French enjoyable.

10. A language that opens up the 
WORLD
French is the world's third most widely used 
one on the Internet. Ability to understand 
French provides access to the French press 
as well as other media (TV5, France 24, 
RFI). You can take a look on news from a 
different angle.
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When, how, and how much to learn?
Do it in harmony with your brain.

At least 4 hours per week
You need at least four-hour-long language 
practice every week to deliver long-lasting re-
sults. I don’t mean a language course, but con-
stant and regular contact with the language 
through revision, activites, films, and books. Of
course, you don’t need to monitor how much 
time you spend doing so, but if you decide to 
take part an one-hour lesson weekly, think 
about where and when you can find some time
to revise. Don’t make your language courses 
the sole occasion to have direct contact with 
the language. Otherwise, you will forget more 
than you’ve learned!

Learn both regularly and systematically! It's 
better to revise French every day –– step by 
step –– than to do it throughout a whole day, 
yet once a week. If you revise systematically, 
new vocabulary and grammar structures pop 
into your long-term memory. Set a goal when 
and how you can revise. Have some time while
communting or waiting for class? Great! Spare 
a moment to play with French: practice new 
words while riding the bus or play a language-
related game as you wait in a queue. And why 
don’t you watch an episode of a TV series du-
ring lunch break?

The power of revising
Remember that it is not enough to just under-
stand the language,you have to speak it. Inde-
ed, there here are some extremely gifted pe-
ople who grasp grammar-related cues in a split
second, yet they fail to do so in practice. Sure, 
understanding an issue is one thing, but practi-
ce makes perfect. Language experts say a cor-
rect ratio between analysis and active practice 
is 1 to 3. So find fresh opportunities to practise,
even if everything seems clear to you. Do not 
skip regular drills, either. The key is to consoli-
date everything you’ve learned to push it into 
your long-term memory so that you can find 
what you need at any moment.

Fight the forgetting curve!
According to scholars, you forget most infor-
mation that you get. Studies show that we re-

member roughly 25 percent of what we learned 
just five days after. So, it's important to review 
what you learned in the same evening –– either 
by skimming your notes or by doing some activi-
ties. I don’t mean long hours spent over a tedio-
us task; instead, it is more about refreshing 
knowledge you’ve acquired so far. The next day,
opt for different means, but stick to the same le-
arning material. As time goes by, you can go on 
with further revisions less often than back when 
you began.

 

Be active
Effective learning depends to a large extent on 
how deeply you process new data. This is so-
mewhat linked to the previous part and the co-
operation between both brain hemispheres. It is 
all about grabbing a new piece of information 
and then sending it into the long-term memory 
–– to be able to use it while speaking or writing. 
Yet it is not enough to read how to do it. You 
have to do be active. And the more we do, the 
more senses we engage, the more effective will 
be the whole process. Think about adequate ac-
tivities and tasks. The more complex they are 
–– allowing you to reach to your multiple skills 
–– the more effective they eventually become. 
Of course, you can still do some easier tasks, 
like filling in the gaps, but remember to dive into 
deep water, too!
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Speak for yourself
What you remember best is what directly re-
fers to you and your life. While learning a new 
language, associate new vocabulary items with
your environment, people, or familiar situ-
ations, Don’t be shy to talk about how you 
spent your last weekend or summer vacations.

While drilling grammar structures, make up 
stories that actually happened to you. Thus, 
you feel eager to enter the game as your brain 
is longer fresh and gives you a nice boost of 
efficiency. Yet when you drill a purely abstract 
structure, your brain processes it not as deeply
as if this could relate to you (see the Cone of 
Learning on the next page).

Something pleasant
Our brain remains focused on what is ple-
asant, nice, and interesting. We always delve 
into what intrigues us. It is thus essential to le-
arn a new language while developing your 
hobbies. Through listening to the music you 
like, we feel keener to translate lyrics –– and 
thus to grab a dictionary. You’re a fitness fan? 
So there’s something for you, too. Watch wor-
kout tutorials on YouTube. Whichever domain 

you opt for, you will always find something capti-
vating.

Make notes
Learn how to make notes to force your brain to 
enter into a deep-processing mode. By plainly 
rewriting what your teacher writes on the white-
board or by waiting for read-made handouts, 
you just copy new information. Focus on taking 
notes –– whether it be in classroom or at home 
–– by highlighting new information so as to 
make everything clear. If you arrange the revi-
sed material in a neat way, you learn much 
more efficiently.

Make activities for fellow students
By preparing language activities for yout fellow 
students, you compel your brain to deep-pro-
cessing tasks. And if you embark on old-fashio-
ned gap-filling tasks, you recreate what was 
made up sometime before. If you try to prepare 
some simple tasks for a colleague, also through 
some creative sentences, your brain will work 
actively, grasp any issue more efficiently and re-
member it way faster. So why don’t you see a 
fellow student to make some tasks one for ano-
ther, do you?

The fifty-fifty rule
That’s a golden principle for any language learner. Spend 50 percent of your time and energy on 
"language learning,” and the remaining 50 percent on "natural contact with the language". Contrary 
to common belief, it is not enough to just go to France to start speaking if you have no conscious le-
arning background, either through an appropriate course, or after some individual efforts. On the flip 
side, the course is not enough if you don’t immerse into the language. Now take a while to think how 
much time and energy you spend on both.         

Natural contact with the
language

50%

Conscious learning

50%

It is a contact with the language prepared for native speakers.
It is about reading press, books, watching movies. In such ma-

terials the language is authentic, sometimes with mistakes,
sentences can be broken off, but this contact prepares us for
natural communication. It is important not to translate every

word, not to analyze it thouroughly, but to read, watch for ple-
asure.

These are all conscious processes and actions aimed at
language learning. It can be learning during a course or

self-studying. These are activities that we consciously carry
out to understand, practice, and consolidate something.
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The Cone of Learning
After two weeks, we tend

to remember Method of engagement

90%
of what we say

 and we do

Doing the real thing

Active
Simulating the Real Experience

Doing a Dramatic Presentation

70%
of what we say

Giving  a talk

Participating in a Discussion

50%
what we hear
and we see

Seeing It Done on Location

Passive

Watching a Demonstration

Looking at an Exhibit

Watching a Movie

30%
what we see

Seeing

20%
what we hear

Hearing words

10%
of what we read

Reading

Source: Edgar Dale, 1969
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What’s the difference between language skills and
elements of language?

Language skills and elements of language are two different things. However, one cannot exist witho-
ut the other, while effective language learning encompasses them all.
While elements of grammar consist of grammar, vocabulary, spelling, pronunciation, etc, language 
skills encompass speaking, writing, reading and listening, spoken and written interaction, etc. Here 
are some tricks and tips on how to learn some of them.

LISTENING
You can improve it through some activities at 
home. Browse through websites to get some 
interesting finds. So listen a lot and make your 
understanding better!

Recordings + tasks
Take a look at TV5 and RFI websites. These 
offer myriads of greats tasks that feature all 
language levels, ranging from A1 to C2. In ad-
dition to authentic TV videos and audio mate-
rials, you will find their simplified versions for 
less advanced learners.

Authentic materials
Take a look at authentic materials that were all 
devised with native speakers in mind. There 
you are likely to encounter different accents, 
yet remember that everything depends on the 
target public. There is a difference between 
fancy YouTube stars and journalists. Listen to 
authentic recordings on a regular basis to get 
used to the natural melody of the sentence, the
fast pace of speech, or lexical collocations.

Radio or TV
If you are a beginner, watch videos first. A pic-
ture is worth a thousand words :-) With a visual
component, you will seize the full meaning. So 
you don't need to understand every single 
word; focus on the whole message instead. 
When listening to the radio, you feel more com-
pelled to focus on what is said. You don't need 
a radio or TV set to enjoy these authentic ma-
terials. Online sources are enough. Take a look
at some French TV broadcasters at Le direct.

Popular French-speaking
radio stations:

Popular TV channels

Radio France
RFI

Europe 1
RTL

Virgin Radio
Chérie FM

TF1
France TV

M6
Arte

TV5 Monde
BFM TV

France 24

Films and TV series
It's one of the most interesting methods. The 
story grabs you more and you seek more and 
more. You watch and learn. In them, the langu-
age is how people really speak it, with shorte-
ned sentences and colloquial vocabulary items.
You can find some series on YouTube or any 
other free websites. As for films, go into the we-
bsite Les films français avec des sous-titres, 
where you can legally watch the original 
French films yet with subtitles.
Every year throughout January, My French 
Film Festival, an online French movie festival, 
offers you an insight into new French movies 
(for free). Feel free to watch them and don’t for-
get to vote for your favourites. You can’t miss it!

YouTube
YouTube is packed with both interesting vide-
os as well as those that are totally dull. Spot 
some gems instead. On Youtube you can see 
famous French youtubers who regularly add 
funny clips. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortuna-
tely, they speak quickly and use many colloqu-
ial words. There you will also find short movies 
or series. Should you notice anything intere-
sting, watch it. And remember: the more, the 
better!
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READING
Like listening, you can develop your reading 
skills outside the classroom. In the past, new-
spapers were a costly thing, but you can get 
them for free now. Also, bookstores sell 
French-speaking books. So let's read, shall 
we?

„I-Read-Everything” Habit
How about developing a „I-Read-Everything” 
habit? Once you check the capital of an exotic 
country, look it up in the French Wikipedia. 
When you don't know how many wives a 
French actor had, check in it Allocine. It is also 
worth adding some French pages to your favo-
urites on Facebook –– as long as they match 
your interests. They often feature links to artic-
les, pages, or videos. And once you're into so-
mething, you won't even notice when you just 
read the whole text in French!

Newspapers
Newspapers and magazines are a great way to
train your reading skills and improve your voca-
bulary. You don’t have to read them from cover 
to cover. Skim through them instead, and read 
any articles that catch your eye. If you are a 

beginner, take a look at magazines that contain
a lot of pictures. Don't worry if you don't under-
stand a word. Look at the photos and headli-
nes, and you will get a clue!

The most popular French
newspapers

Le Figaro    Liberation     Le Monde  
 L'Equipe    Le Parisien  Les Echos

Books
Haven’t you dreamt about reading Molière, 
Proust or Nothomb in the original? Anything is 
possible, and there you can achieve your goals
by making small steps. Start with comic books, 
like Titeuf, as these contain visual elements, 
thus helping you once you begin learning. 
Once you feel comforable, take a look at some 
books for youngsters. Short sentences and 
simple vocabulary will make it easier to follow 
as there are no pictures. Further on, embark on
some easy reads like those by Lévy or Musso. 
Though not so sophisticated, they are enga-
ging. And once you’re done with them, why 
don’t you take French classics?

WRITING
Working independently on productive skills 
(writing, speaking) is not as easy as working on
receptive ones (listening, reading). It is neces-
sary to decide who you’re writing to. And that’s 
possible!

Write on Facebook or elsewhere
If you have liked the pages on Facebook you 
are interested in, you will probably see intere-
sting content. You can always leave a com-
ment and start a conversation with fellow 
users. You don’t need to be 100 percent accu-
rate, it's important that you convey what you 
want in an understandable way. While writing 
online messages, you will revise your vocabu-
lary and syntax, too.

E-mail your friends
If you have friends, family in France or work in 
a French company, don't switch to your native 
language, or English in e-mail communication. 
Try to use French instead. You can write even 
very short notices.
If you use French at work, you will quickly learn
common phrases you can use at the beginning 
or at the end of each letter, as well as appro-
priate address forms.

Don’t forget your homework
If you attend a language course, you will proba-
bly get written assigments. I don’t mean gram-
mar activites here. Naturally, your assignments 
rarely orbite around authentic situations but at 
least you have an opportunity to check your 
progress and get a mark. So don’t skip any-
thing and write as much as you can!
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Curieuse  langue  française,  et  prophétique,  qui  fai
commencer l'amour comme la guerre par une déclaration !

Jean Simard   

SPEAKING
Speaking is yet another productive competen-
ce. It's not easy to practice it on your own, but 
take a look at these hints.

Storytelling
When you learn new vocabulary or new gram-
mar structures, make up some stories. These 
do not have to be long, but it is important that 
new elements appear in a proper context. You 
can speak to your mum, dad, husband, wife, 
even if they have no clue about French :-) Tho-
ugh such chit-chats are far from authentic com-
munication, you can hear yourself speaking 
French –– and practice!

Speaking to your fellow classmates
If you attend a language course, the floor is 
yours. Speak out – don’t be shy! Grab an op-
portunity to take part in conversation classes. 
Any moment you can speak French is a precio-
us moment!

Skype
If you feel like having a little chat on the Inter-
net, look for someone on Skype. On the Inter-
net there are many sites that offer talks with 
French-speaking people from all around the 

globe. It's not easy for everyone, because not 
everyone feels comfortable talking to strangers,
but maybe it's worth trying.

French soirées
Venues in large cities often host interesting 
events where you can speak French. Check 
them out at the university or at a French langu-
age school. There are certainly contests, film 
screenings, theme evenings that you can at-
tend to have a talk with native speakers and 
other learners.

A trip to France? Pourquoi pas?
Yes, a real trip to France! I don’t mean packed 
holidays, with a same-language guide that ta-
kes you directly to the Eiffel Tower. Set out your
own journey instead. It will be a great opportu-
nity to test yourself in real, authentic communi-
cation situations, to break down barriers in spe-
aking, to learn about French culture. Also, you 
will prove yourself in all your language skills. 
While searching for accommodation on the In-
ternet you will read, write e-mails to the hotel, 
practice writing, listen and speak in many diffe-
rent situations. Why don’t you give yourself a 
try?

VOCABULARY

Search in the context
A word without context is just a word. It is only 
through a sentence or in a story that they get a 
specific meaning. When reading a new text or 
listening to an audio, wait a while before grab-
bing for French dictionary. Think about whether
you can guess what a new word can mean. 
Maybe the context will bring you some hints. 
Once you’re done, take a dictionary and check 
whether you were right.
This practice will help you practice your global 
understanding and move safely abroad, where 
anyone can use a word you don't know at any 
time, and you can handle the situation.

How to write down a word in your 
notebook?
It is little efficient to write a new French word 
with its equivalent in your mother tongue. While
learning French, skip your native language if 
possible. Though challenging once you’re a be-
ginner, and later on, when some technical lexi-
cal items appear, give yourself a try.
It is best to write down a new word in the very 
same sentence you got to know it. Mark the 
word with a highligher. Add a small drawing or 
write a definition next to it. If you are at the in-
termediate level, add synonyms or opposities.
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Flashcards and Quizlet
Flashcards are a popular language learning 
tool. You can buy ready-made blank papers. 
Write a new French on the other side and add 
a drawing or a definition on its flip side. You 
can write an equivalent in your language –– but
as a last-ditch effort! Take your flashcards eve-
rywhere you go. While learning, you revise the 
meaning and create a sentence aloud with a 
new word.
What is slightly more attractive than traditional 
handmade flashcards are those you can prepa-
re in Quizlet. The apps allow you to create your
own dictionary. You tap the French words you 
seek to learn while the app suggests some pic-
tures. You can add your native language equ-
ivalents, too. In addition to merely revising 
words, Quizlet offers you an opportunity to test 
your knowledge in six different types of activi-
ties. Download a mobile app that is linked to 
your account once you set it up. Its interface lo-
oks nicely and encourages you to learn more.
No matter whichever you choose –– flashcards
or Quizlet –– set your own lexical database 
and do not use ready-made ones. You'll learn 
by merely typing in new words and choosing 
pics.

Mind maps 
Whoever has made a mind map knows how in-
teresting this tool is. Use it if you have a lot of 
words to acquire or revise. Remember that the-
re are neither good nor bad mind maps. Any le-
arner is welcome to put their words wherever 
they want. While wondering where to put what, 
your brain is 100 percent focused!

Put things in categories
Likewise, try with putting words into tables. You
can divide some words into categories. If you 
need to revise, let’s say, clothes, make a table 
with the followng columns: underwear, outer-
wear, shoes, accessories, and the following li-
nes: women, men, unisex, etc. Once you put 
everything in the order, you will learn quicker. 
Mind you that your brain likes to categorize and
label things.

7 words
Scientists say we have different types of me-
mory. In your working memory you are able to 
process what is going on around you. Rese-
arch shows its information-processing capacity 
is around seven chunks. So if anyone tells you 

the names of seven  countries, there’s a huge 
chance you get them all. But if they add some 
more, like 30, you will always forget about so-
meting. So what’s the link between that and vo-
cabulary learning? To make your learning ef-
fective, divide your bigger vocabulary sets into 
smaller chunks of seven. Practice it in many 
different exercises and when you feel you got it
right, move forward. Mix up all items once you 
learn them all.

Associations
It is fun to combine new lexical items with the 
already known ones through associations. Wri-
te a few new words and link them to what they 
make you think about. Further on, add a new 
item to the already existing pair –– and there it 
goes.

Storytelling
This is the last necessary stage in learning vo-
cabulary. Once we have figured out the me-
aning of words in context, we have noted them 
down well and then practiced in isolated exerci-
ses, time to use words in context. When we are
at the initial stage of learning and our linguistic 
baggage is not too big, it is enough if we con-
struct single sentences. We speak to each 
other and put new words in a sentence. When 
we get to A2 level we can try to make history 
and create a real storytelling. The more funny, 
absurd, personal and detailed these stories 
and stories are, the better and faster we re-
member the words. So tell stories and practice 
new words!
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GRAMMAR

Language Corpus
Grammar doesn't come from nowhere. When 
attending a French course, you will see some 
sentences with a new grammar structure. The-
se usually come from a text or a transcript. 
Look at them and try to establish their gram-
mar-related purpose.
(STEP 1: MEANING). Once you’re done, exa-
mine how they look like (STEP 2: FORM). If we
analyze a new structure, you will grasp it much 
better and for longer. Check if you’re right and 
ask a teacher. But what counts more is when 
you figure something out on your own. If you 
get ready-made answers, you will forget them 
sooner or later.

Mind maps: there you go again!
Should you encounter a never-before-seen 
structure, take it down! With more complex is-
sues, like grammar tenses, write them as part 
of a mind map. Though time-consuming, it al-
lows you to learn as you’re adding new bran-
ches. You analyze the issue and get sensible 
to exceptions. With this method be sure to see 
quick gains. Later on, we can look into the 
mind map and find whatever you need.
If you’re not into this method, don’t forget about
drawing arrows, adding tables or using colors. 
It’s up to you!

Grammar exercises
Transform your declarative knowledge –– facts 
or information stored in the memory –– into 

procedural one, or the knowledge how to per-
form a specific skill . Do some grammar tasks. 
However, it is not about doing them in a classi-
cal way. Try doing grammar exercises aloud or 
looking into the answer key. Gap-filling or 
transformation tasks are a good method, too.  
At first you can start slowly. Arrange everything 
nearly before you come up with a correct form. 
Then look into the answer key. It is not easy, 
though. Everyone seeks to complete this stage 
as soon as possible and go further :-) Here, 
you don’t fill in the gaps with a right form, but 
you can come back to the topic again and aga-
in. Thus, you have an opportunity to activate 
new grammar forms in practice. It is not yet a 
free practice, but with this, you’re a step closer!

Mixed Exercises
Wanna revise more than one grammar structu-
re? Try so-called mixed exercises! Do them 
from time to time to refresh what you’ve alre-
ady learned.

Storytelling 2.0.
Use storytelling techniques to revise grammar-
related things: tenses, hypotheses or when you
state your goals i.e. Anything that refers to di-
rect communicative skills can do. When you tell
a story about your last weekend, you practise 
past tenses. When you make a hypothesis how
the world will look like in fifty years from now, 
you focus on future tenses. The funnier and 
more absurd is your story, the more likely 
you’re to remember it for longer.

La  langue  anglaise  est  un  fusil  à  plombs  -  le  tir  est
dispersé. La langue française est un fusil qui tire à balle, de
façon précise.

Otto von Habsburg   
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Top learning tips
New beginnings can be to-
ugh. The spelling is ama-
zing. So is pronunciation. 
When you’re a beginner, 

brace yourself for some words that have 10 let-
ters that you read as two :-) Vowels sound 
completely different than in your native langu-
age. And the French "r" is so weird! While liste-
ning, you have no idea where a word ends and
the next one starts. On the flip side, luckily, 
there are myriads of lexical items that look ali-
ke in other languages. You are able to guess 
them, especially if you have the ability to speak
Italian or Spanish.

A1

Focus on listening. Watch TV often. With the 
picture you will be capable of grasping the sen-
se. Get familiar with the language’s sound, 
catch some words. Watch news bulletins –– as
this provides you with a visual component. 
Fancy French films or TV series? Turn on sub-
titles in your native language. You’re not gonna
waste your time. You will switch them to the 
French version sooner or later.
Focus on vowels. Sure, the French "r" sounds 
nice, but it’s OK if you can't pronounce it –– 
other people will understand you anyway. Don't
neglect grammar. It is not too complicated at 
this level but it serves as core for your further 
learning. Revise verbs in present tense.There 
are many exceptions, but learning them is an 
easy thing.

Here, you boast some suc-
cessful attempts to commu-
nicate with native speakers. 
You are able to order food at

the restaurant or ask for direcions. You’re way 
behind all the challenges you encountered at 
the A1 level. Also, your motivation jumps – 
that’s excellent news! At the A2 level, your lin-
guistic toolbox is still modest, but you will im-
merse in the language sooner or later. Look for 
French Facebook pages, whether they be de-
voted to actors or whatever interests you. You 
will see more and more messages on the wall 
and it’s up to you whether to search for more.

A2

Take a look at comic books. Try Titeuf of Le 
Chat that are easy to follow as they have short 
stories.
You can also watch movies, too. If the film is 
uncomplicated and has no hidden messages 
–– as it is often the case in the French cinema 
–– you may feel eager to turn on French subti-
tles. If you don’t understand them, it is not the 
right time then.
At this level, you can start using a monolingual
dictionary. To start with, use this dedicated to 
non-natives, as from Le Robert& CLE. With de-
finitions and words put nicely in sentences, you
will learn to oust your native language.
As for grammar, you can feel haunted by pro-
nouns, prepositions, thus those that look pretty 
similar. They tend to be somewhat ambigious. 
But hey, just because these are short does not 
mean they are not important at all! So take a 
closer look at le, se, la, me, un, de, and their 
friends :-)

Aux nouveaux riches - quand on vous reproche une
faute de français, répondez que c’est un latinisme.

Paul-Jean Toulet   

You’re at the intermediate level. You’re lexical set allows to you communicate fre-
ely, also outside purely tourist-like situations. Also, you find it easier to delve into 
the language, even once you’re outside the classroom. Watch movies with French
subtitles. Look for some interesting French TV series. Maybe you'll get involved in

something. How about reading books?. Start with easy reads. Spare a moment to revise –– and this 
gonna bring fruits! The B1 features myriads of novel grammar things, including past tenses, sequen-
ces of tenses or double pronouns. You have an impression that they never stop popping up in your 
student’s book –– because you haven’t fixed them yet. Don’t feel afraid! Practise grammar regularly 
at home and try out new structures while talking, e.g. during your language course to check if they 
work. It is only through thorough efforts that you get most gains!

B1
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A language learning plateau
It frequently occurs when learners reach an intermediate level of language proficiency. It's easy to 
make quick progress early on, but as you learn more, you naturally slow down. But then, gradually, 
progress slows down because you have to use what you’ve already learned to learn new stuff. At the
B1 and B2 level, you feel keen to communicate easily and have adequate means to do so.  A few 
new words do not change much, though. Neither do new grammar structures. Some more advanced 
grammar structures are used quite rarely and do not affect your sense of progress. Don't worry. A 
plateau happens to most learners!
How to avoid the language learning plateau?
• Keep up motivation
• Remember that a plateau occurs once you stop learning, so don't give up
• Pamper yourself: read books, watch films, and simply enjoy French!
• Set a goal, e.g. DELF exam
•

Congratulations! It’s high time to polish your language skills. You have the ability 
to use all grammar structures. But it is not over yet. At the B2 level, you take a clo-
se look at the text. There, you need to learn how to organize your thoughts nicely 
and with adequate linguistic and writing tools. In the text, you come back to gram-

mar issues, yet these do not occur separately but come in pairs or groups. You begin to cope with all
grammar issues you learned in the past, as many of them keep coming over and over in the classro-
om.

B2
Also, you are seeing more and more sophisticated lexical items, and this is where the verb „faire” 
can’t do :-) Your language is neat and well-adapted to your interlocutor, whether you address a CEO 
of bank or a youngster.
While at the B2 level, it is easier to use the language outside the classroom, through newspapers 
and magazines, books, TV programs, films, etc. Why don’t you start watching films with no substitles
at all? Though this can pose a challenge at first. There is also more and more books that you can 
read freely.

It looks like a dream and a top goal you set once you take up
any new language. It seems so far away, unattainable, and 
look, there you go! Contrary to popular belief, it is not tanta-
mount to flawless sentences. You still make some mistakes 

yet these are minor. Doubts can still arise as you’re still polishing your language skills. You add new, 
albeit rare and sophisticated, words to your private dictionary. You grasp some hidden language-rela-
ted innuendos. You can read texts that may have multiple meaning. Once you attain the advanced 
level, you will feel that all the efforts you put into learning the language have been rewarded. It is a 
beautiful and wonderful feeling. Keep in touch with the French language!

C1/C2
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Best websites to self-study French

TV5
apprendre.tv5monde.com/

parlons-francais.tv5monde.com

Interesting videos, short and long movies for all 
levels.

 RFI
savoirs.rfi.fr/apprendre-enseigner

Captivating videos offering a wide range of topics.  
Transcripts and activities included.

Bonjour de France
www.bonjourdefrance.com

There  you  can  find  activities,  games  or  even
French songs to sing along!

Le Figaro conjugaison
leconjugueur.lefigaro.fr

Reverso conjugaison
conjugueur.reverso.net

Discover French conjugation rules

L'Obs la conjugaison
la-conjugaison.nouvelobs.com/fle

The ultimate guide to French verbs 

Bescherelle
bescherelle.com

Dictations, exercises and language games

Podcast Francais facile
www.podcastfrancaisfacile.com

Excellent source of activities, dictations, exercises,
articles, or videos.

Francais interactive
www.laits.utexas.edu/fi

Everything  you  need  to  know  about  the  French
grammar

Le plaisir d'apprendre
www.leplaisirdapprendre.com/activites-en-ligne

Myriads of listening, reading, grammar, vocabulary or
culture-related tasks created by Cavilam de Vichy.

Dictionnaire Larousse
www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais 

French-French dictionary to use anytime

1 jour 1 actu
www.1jour1actu.com

Simplified texts and videos 

Apprendre le français avec le
cinéma français

www.cinemafrancais-fle.com

Perfect  for all  cinema lovers.  Learn more about the
Frenc hcinema, actors, and directors.
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